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FIGURE 5. Top left: At level `=1 n3 aggregates information from {n4, n5} and
n2 aggregates information {n5, n6}. At `= 2, n1 collects this summary informa-
tion from n3 and n2. Bottom left: This graph is not isomorphic to the top one,
but the activations of n3 and n2 at `= 1 will be identical. Therefore, at `= 2, n1
will get the same inputs from its neighbors, irrespective of whether or not n5 and
n7 are the same node or not. Right: Aggregation at different levels. For keeping
the figure legible only the neighborhood around one node in higher levels is
marked.

Proposition 3. If for any ⇡ 2 Sm, the f 7! R⇡(f) map appearing in Definition 6 is linear, then the

corresponding {R⇡}⇡2Sm matrices form a representation of Sm.

The representation theory of symmetric groups is a rich subject that goes beyond the scope of the
present paper (Sagan, 2001). However, there is one particular representation of Sm that is likely
familiar even to non-algebraists, the so-called defining representation, given by the P⇡ 2 Rn⇥n

permutation matrices

[P⇡]i,j =

⇢
1 if ⇡(j) = i

0 otherwise.
It is easy to verify that P⇡2⇡1 = P⇡2P⇡1 for any ⇡1,⇡2 2 Sm, so {P⇡}⇡2Sm is indeed a representa-
tion of Sm. If the transformation rules of the fi activations in a given comp-net are dictated by this
representation, then each fi must necessarily be a |Pi| dimensional vector, and intuitively each com-
ponent of fi carries information related to one specific atom in the receptive field, or the interaction
of that specific atom with all the others. We call this case first order permutation covariance.

Definition 7. We say that ni is a first order covariant node in a comp-net if under the permutation

of its receptive field Pi by any ⇡ 2 S|Pi|, its activation trasforms as fi 7! P⇡fi.

4.2. SECOND ORDER COVARIANT COMP-NETS

It is easy to verify that given any representation (Rg)g2G of a group G, the matrices (Rg⌦Rg)g2G

also furnish a representation of G. Thus, one step up in the hierarchy from P⇡–covariant comp-nets
are P⇡ ⌦P⇡–covariant comp-nets, where the fi feature vectors are now |Pi|2 dimensional vectors
that transform under permutations of the internal ordering by ⇡ as fi 7! (P⇡⌦P⇡)fi.

If we reshape fi into a matrix Fi 2R|Pi|⇥|Pi|, then the action
Fi 7! P⇡FiP

>
⇡

is equivalent to P⇡⌦P⇡ acting on fi. In the following, we will prefer this more intuitive matrix view,
since it clearly expresses that feature vectors that transform this way express relationships between
the different constituents of the receptive field. Note, in particular, that if we define A#Pi

as the
restriction of the adjacency matrix to Pi (i.e., if Pi = (ep1 , . . . , epm) then [A#Pi

]a,b = Apa,pb ), then
A#Pi

transforms exactly as Fi does in the equation above.
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1. Physics is implicitly 
baked in specialized 

neural architectures with 
strong inductive biases 

(e.g. invariance to simple 
group symmetries).

2. Physics is explicitly 
imposed by constraining 

the output of conventional 
neural architectures with 
weak inductive biases.
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*figures from Kondor, R., Son, H. T., Pan, H., Anderson, B., & Trivedi, S. (2018). Covariant 
compositional networks for learning graphs. arXiv preprint arXiv:1801.02144.

DEEPXDE 3

element-wisely, the FNN is recursively defined as follows:

input layer: N 0(x) = x 2 Rdin ,

hidden layers: N `(x) = �(W `N `�1(x) + b`) 2 RN` , for 1  `  L� 1,

output layer: NL(x) = WLNL�1(x) + bL 2 Rdout ;

see also a visualization of a neural network in Figure 1. Commonly used activation
functions include the logistic sigmoid 1/(1+ e�x), the hyperbolic tangent (tanh), and
the rectified linear unit (ReLU, max{x, 0}).

2.2. Physics-informed neural networks for solving PDEs. We consider
the following PDE parameterized by � for the solution u(x) with x = (x1, . . . , xd)
defined on a domain ⌦ ⇢ Rd:

(2.1) f
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◆
= 0, x 2 ⌦,

with suitable boundary conditions

B(u,x) = 0 on @⌦,

where B(u,x) could be Dirichlet, Neumann, Robin, or periodic boundary conditions.
For time-dependent problems, we consider time t as a special component of x, and
⌦ contains the temporal domain. The initial condition can be simply treated as a
special type of Dirichlet boundary condition on the spatio-temporal domain.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a PINN for solving the di↵usion equation @u
@t = � @2u

@x2 with mixed boundary

conditions (BC) u(x, t) = gD(x, t) on �D ⇢ @⌦ and @u
@n (x, t) = gR(u, x, t) on �R ⇢ @⌦. The initial

condition (IC) is treated as a special type of boundary conditions. Tf and Tb denote the two sets of
residual points for the equation and BC/IC.

The algorithm of PINN [19, 30] is shown in Procedure 2.1, and visually in the

schematic of Figure 1 solving a di↵usion equation @u
@t = �@2u

@x2 with mixed boundary
conditions u(x, t) = gD(x, t) on �D ⇢ @⌦ and @u

@n (x, t) = gR(u, x, t) on �R ⇢ @⌦. We
explain each step as follows. In a PINN, we first construct a neural network û(x;✓)
as a surrogate of the solution u(x), which takes the input x and outputs a vector with
the same dimension as u. Here, ✓ = {W `, b`}1`L is the set of all weight matrices
and bias vectors in the neural network û. One advantage of PINNs by choosing neural
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the viscosity parameters, Burgers’ equation can lead to shock formation that
is notoriously hard to resolve by classical numerical methods. In one space
dimension, the Burger’s equation along with Dirichlet boundary conditions
reads as

ut + uux � (0.01/⇡)uxx = 0, x 2 [�1, 1], t 2 [0, 1], (3)

u(0, x) = � sin(⇡x),

u(t,�1) = u(t, 1) = 0.

Let us define f(t, x) to be given by

f := ut + uux � (0.01/⇡)uxx,

and proceed by approximating u(t, x) by a deep neural network. To highlight
the simplicity in implementing this idea we have included a Python code
snippet using Tensorflow [16]; currently one of the most popular and well
documented open source libraries for machine learning computations. To
this end, u(t, x) can be simply defined as

def u(t, x):

u = neural_net(tf.concat([t,x],1), weights, biases)

return u

Correspondingly, the physics informed neural network f(t, x) takes the form

def f(t, x):

u = u(t, x)

u_t = tf.gradients(u, t)[0]

u_x = tf.gradients(u, x)[0]

u_xx = tf.gradients(u_x, x)[0]

f = u_t + u*u_x - (0.01/tf.pi)*u_xx

return f

The shared parameters between the neural networks u(t, x) and f(t, x) can
be learned by minimizing the mean squared error loss

MSE = MSEu +MSEf , (4)
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i=1 denote the initial and boundary training data on u(t, x)
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i
f}

Nf

i=1 specify the collocations points for f(t, x). The loss MSEu

corresponds to the initial and boundary data while MSEf enforces the struc-
ture imposed by equation (3) at a finite set of collocation points.

In all benchmarks considered in this work, the total number of training
data Nu is relatively small (a few hundred up to a few thousand points), and
we chose to optimize all loss functions using L-BFGS; a quasi-Newton, full-
batch gradient-based optimization algorithm [17]. For larger data-sets a more
computationally e�cient mini-batch setting can be readily employed using
stochastic gradient descent and its modern variants [18, 19]. Despite the
fact that there is no theoretical guarantee that this procedure converges to
a global minimum, our empirical evidence indicates that, if the given partial
di↵erential equation is well-posed and its solution is unique, our method is
capable of achieving good prediction accuracy given a su�ciently expressive
neural network architecture and a su�cient number of collocation points Nf .
This general observation deeply relates to the resulting optimization land-
scape induced by the mean square error loss of equation 4, and defines an
open question for research that is in sync with recent theoretical develop-
ments in deep learning [20, 21]. Here, we will test the robustness of the
proposed methodology using a series of systematic sensitivity studies that
accompany the numerical results presented in the following.

Figure 1 summarizes our results for the data-driven solution of the Burg-
ers equation. Specifically, given a set of Nu = 100 randomly distributed
initial and boundary data, we learn the latent solution u(t, x) by training all
3021 parameters of a 9-layer deep neural network using the mean squared
error loss of (4). Each hidden layer contained 20 neurons and a hyperbolic
tangent activation function. In general, the neural network should be given
su�cient approximation capacity in order to accommodate the anticipated

6
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Figure 1: Burgers’ equation: Top: Predicted solution u(t, x) along with the initial and

boundary training data. In addition we are using 10,000 collocation points generated using

a Latin Hypercube Sampling strategy. Bottom: Comparison of the predicted and exact

solutions corresponding to the three temporal snapshots depicted by the white vertical

lines in the top panel. The relative L2 error for this case is 6.7 ·10
�4

. Model training took

approximately 60 seconds on a single NVIDIA Titan X GPU card.

ical law through the collocation points Nf , one can obtain a more accurate
and data-e�cient learning algorithm.1 Finally, table 2 shows the resulting
relative L2 for di↵erent number of hidden layers, and di↵erent number of
neurons per layer, while the total number of training and collocation points
is kept fixed to Nu = 100 and Nf = 10, 000, respectively. As expected, we
observe that as the number of layers and neurons is increased (hence the
capacity of the neural network to approximate more complex functions), the

1
Note that the case Nf = 0 corresponds to a standard neural network model, i.e., a

neural network that does not take into account the underlying governing equation.
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Figure 3: The KdV equation: A solution to the KdV equation (left panel) is compared to

the corresponding solution of the learned partial di↵erential equation (right panel). The

identified system correctly captures the form of the dynamics and accurately reproduces

the solution with a relative L2
-error of 6.28e-02. It should be emphasized that the training

data are collected in roughly two-thirds of the domain between times t = 0 and t = 26.8
represented by the white vertical lines. The algorithm is thus extrapolating from time

t = 26.8 onwards. The relative L2
-error on the training portion of the domain is 3.78e-02.

fectiveness of our approach, we solve the learned partial di↵erential equation
(7) using the PINNs algorithm [34]. We assume periodic boundary condi-
tions and the same initial condition as the one used to generate the original
dataset. The resulting solution of the learned partial di↵erential equation as
well as the exact solution of the KdV equation are depicted in figure 3. This
figure indicates that our algorithm is capable of accurately identifying the
underlying partial di↵erential equation with a relative L2-error of 6.28e-02.
It should be highlighted that the training data are collected in roughly two-
thirds of the domain between times t = 0 and t = 26.8. The algorithm is
thus extrapolating from time t = 26.8 onwards. The corresponding relative
L2-error on the training portion of the domain is 3.78e-02.

To test the algorithm even further, let us change the initial condition to
cos(�⇡x/20) and solve the KdV (6) using the conventional spectral method
outlined above. We compare the resulting solution to the one obtained by
solving the learned partial di↵erential equation (5) using the PINNs algo-
rithm [34]. It is worth emphasizing that the algorithm is trained on the
dataset depicted in figure 3 and is being tested on a di↵erent dataset as
shown in figure 4. The surprising result reported in figure 4 strongly indi-
cates that the algorithm is accurately learning the underlying partial di↵er-

13

3.2. The KdV equation

As a mathematical model of waves on shallow water surfaces one could
consider the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. The KdV equation reads as

ut = �uux � uxxx. (6)

To obtain a set of training data we simulate the KdV equation (6) using
conventional spectral methods. In particular, we start from an initial con-
dition u(0, x) = � sin(⇡x/20), x 2 [�20, 20] and assume periodic boundary
conditions. We integrate equation (6) up to the final time t = 40. We use the
Chebfun package [43] with a spectral Fourier discretization with 512 modes
and a fourth-order explicit Runge-Kutta temporal integrator with time-step
size 10�4. The solution is saved every �t = 0.2 to give us a total of 201
snapshots. Out of this data-set, we generate a smaller training subset, scat-
tered in space and time, by randomly sub-sampling 10000 data points from
time t = 0 to t = 26.8. In other words, we are sub-sampling from the orig-
inal dataset only in the training portion of the domain from time t = 0 to
t = 26.8. Given the training data, we are interested in learning N as a
function of the solution u and its derivatives up to the 3rd order6; i.e.,

ut = N (u, ux, uxx, uxxx). (7)

We represent the solution u by a 5-layer deep neural network with 50 neurons
per hidden layer. Furthermore, we letN to be a neural network with 2 hidden
layers and 100 neurons per hidden layer. These two networks are trained by
minimizing the sum of squared errors loss of equation (3). To illustrate the ef-

6
A detailed study of the choice of the order is provided in section 3.1 for the Burgers’

equation.

1st order 2nd order 3rd order 4th order
Relative L2-error 1.14e+00 1.29e-02 3.42e-02 5.54e-02

Table 2: Burgers’ equation: Relative L2
-error between solutions of the Burgers’ equa-

tion and the learned partial di↵erential equation as a function of the highest order

of spatial derivatives included in our formulation. For instance, the case correspond-

ing to the 3rd order means that we are looking for a nonlinear function N such that

ut = N (u, ux, uxx, uxxx). Here, the total number of training data as well as the neural

network architectures are kept fixed and the data are assumed to be noiseless.
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Figure 2: Lorenz System: The exact phase portrait of the Lorenz system (left panel) is

compared to the corresponding phase portrait of the learned dynamics (right panel).

The Lorenz system has a positive Lyapunov exponent, and small di↵er-
ences between the exact and learned models grow exponentially, even though
the attractor remains intact. This behavior is evident in figure 3, as we com-
pare the exact versus the predicted trajectories. Small discrepancies due to
finite accuracy in the predicted dynamics lead to large errors in the fore-
casted time-series after t > 4, despite the fact that the bi-stable structure of
the attractor is well captured (see figure 2).

3.3. Fluid flow behind a cylinder

In this example we collect data for the fluid flow past a cylinder (see fig-
ure 4) at Reynolds number 100 using direct numerical simulations of the two
dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. In particular, following the problem
setup presented in [23] and [24], we simulate the Navier-Stokes equations de-
scribing the two-dimensional fluid flow past a circular cylinder at Reynolds
number 100 using the Immersed Boundary Projection Method [25, 26]. This
approach utilizes a multi-domain scheme with four nested domains, each suc-
cessive grid being twice as large as the previous one. Length and time are
non-dimensionalized so that the cylinder has unit diameter and the flow has
unit velocity. Data is collected on the finest domain with dimensions 9⇥4 at
a grid resolution of 449⇥ 199. The flow solver uses a 3rd-order Runge Kutta

10

Raissi, M., Perdikaris, P., & Karniadakis, G. E. (2018). Multistep 
Neural Networks for Data-driven Discovery of Nonlinear 

Dynamical Systems. arXiv preprint

High-dimensional PDEs
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Physics as a regularizer/prior
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An “unconventional” regularizer/prior that requires 
us to revisit standard deep learning practices: 
• loss function
• network initialization
• data normalization
• optimization
• network architecture 

Results showcase remarkable promise, but failure looms even for the simplest problems…
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Figure 1: Caption

Figure 2: Caption Figure 3: Caption

MSEf is deeper than the chain rule for computing the gradients of MSEb and thus the gradients of MSEf are easier
to suffer from the gradient vanishing problem. Surprsingly, we got the oppsite result.

First, let’s go back to the simplest case to see what happens during the training. Consider the one dimension Possion’s
equation.
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59% error in the prediction of a dense, 4-layer 
deep physics-informed neural network

�u(x1, x2) = f(x1, x2)

u(x1, x2) = sin(a1⇡x1) cos(a2⇡x2)

f(x1, x2) = �(a21⇡
2 + a22⇡

2)u(x1, x2)
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A simple benchmark:

This talk{
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Overcoming gradient pathologies in PINNs via:
• Adaptive learning rate strategies 
• Resilient neural architectures



Gradient pathologies in physics-informed neural networks

Hypothesis: Constraints alter the loss landscape of neural networks. Different terms in such 
composite loss functions may have different nature and magnitudes, leading to imbalanced 
gradients during back-propagation.
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MSEf is deeper than the chain rule for computing the gradients of MSEb and thus the gradients of MSEf are easier
to suffer from the gradient vanishing problem. Surprsingly, we got the oppsite result.

First, let’s go back to the simplest case to see what happens during the training. Consider the one dimension Possion’s
equation.
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59% error in the prediction of a dense, 4-layer 
deep physics-informed neural network
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<latexit sha1_base64="MANzg0y6olyKc39ortTsn2opGTI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MANzg0y6olyKc39ortTsn2opGTI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MANzg0y6olyKc39ortTsn2opGTI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MANzg0y6olyKc39ortTsn2opGTI=">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</latexit>

A simple benchmark:

L(✓) := Lu(✓)| {z }
Data fit

+ Lr(✓)| {z }
PDE residual

+Lu0(✓)| {z }
ICs fit

+Lub(✓)| {z }
BCs fit

<latexit sha1_base64="7wm0juXIfXu615LB1a8+BnKn2ik=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7wm0juXIfXu615LB1a8+BnKn2ik=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7wm0juXIfXu615LB1a8+BnKn2ik=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7wm0juXIfXu615LB1a8+BnKn2ik=">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</latexit>

✓n+1 = ✓n � ⌘r✓L(✓n)
= ✓n � ⌘{r✓Lu(✓n) +r✓Lr(✓n) +r✓Lu0(✓n) +r✓Lub(✓n)}

<latexit sha1_base64="e4CCiWLt5aHta78Uj17hqjkBdns=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e4CCiWLt5aHta78Uj17hqjkBdns=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e4CCiWLt5aHta78Uj17hqjkBdns=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e4CCiWLt5aHta78Uj17hqjkBdns=">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</latexit>

Gradient descent update:



f 1
(x
),
f 2
(x
)

<latexit sha1_base64="Xq3uILhW/puos1GTQCO2QZ6RPz8=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhAiSLgLgikDNpYRzAckZ9jb7CVLdveO3T0xHGn9DbZa24mt/8PSf+ImucIkPhjm8d4MM7wg5kwb1/121tY3Nre2czv53b39g8PC0XFTR4kitEEiHql2gDXlTNKGYYbTdqwoFgGnrWB0M/Vbj1RpFsl7M46pL/BAspARbKz0EPa80tPFJQp7Fdt7haJbdmdAq8TLSBEy1HuFn24/Iomg0hCOte54bmz8FCvDCKeTfDfRNMZkhAe0Y6nEgmo/nX09QedW6aMwUrakQTP170aKhdZjEdhJgc1QL3tT8T+vk5iw6qdMxomhkswPhQlHJkLTCFCfKUoMH1uCiWL2V0SGWGFibFALVwIxsZl4ywmskmal7Lll7+6qWKtm6eTgFM6gBB5cQw1uoQ4NIKDgBV7hzXl23p0P53M+uuZkOyewAOfrF77ll10=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xq3uILhW/puos1GTQCO2QZ6RPz8=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhAiSLgLgikDNpYRzAckZ9jb7CVLdveO3T0xHGn9DbZa24mt/8PSf+ImucIkPhjm8d4MM7wg5kwb1/121tY3Nre2czv53b39g8PC0XFTR4kitEEiHql2gDXlTNKGYYbTdqwoFgGnrWB0M/Vbj1RpFsl7M46pL/BAspARbKz0EPa80tPFJQp7Fdt7haJbdmdAq8TLSBEy1HuFn24/Iomg0hCOte54bmz8FCvDCKeTfDfRNMZkhAe0Y6nEgmo/nX09QedW6aMwUrakQTP170aKhdZjEdhJgc1QL3tT8T+vk5iw6qdMxomhkswPhQlHJkLTCFCfKUoMH1uCiWL2V0SGWGFibFALVwIxsZl4ywmskmal7Lll7+6qWKtm6eTgFM6gBB5cQw1uoQ4NIKDgBV7hzXl23p0P53M+uuZkOyewAOfrF77ll10=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xq3uILhW/puos1GTQCO2QZ6RPz8=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhAiSLgLgikDNpYRzAckZ9jb7CVLdveO3T0xHGn9DbZa24mt/8PSf+ImucIkPhjm8d4MM7wg5kwb1/121tY3Nre2czv53b39g8PC0XFTR4kitEEiHql2gDXlTNKGYYbTdqwoFgGnrWB0M/Vbj1RpFsl7M46pL/BAspARbKz0EPa80tPFJQp7Fdt7haJbdmdAq8TLSBEy1HuFn24/Iomg0hCOte54bmz8FCvDCKeTfDfRNMZkhAe0Y6nEgmo/nX09QedW6aMwUrakQTP170aKhdZjEdhJgc1QL3tT8T+vk5iw6qdMxomhkswPhQlHJkLTCFCfKUoMH1uCiWL2V0SGWGFibFALVwIxsZl4ywmskmal7Lll7+6qWKtm6eTgFM6gBB5cQw1uoQ4NIKDgBV7hzXl23p0P53M+uuZkOyewAOfrF77ll10=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xq3uILhW/puos1GTQCO2QZ6RPz8=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhAiSLgLgikDNpYRzAckZ9jb7CVLdveO3T0xHGn9DbZa24mt/8PSf+ImucIkPhjm8d4MM7wg5kwb1/121tY3Nre2czv53b39g8PC0XFTR4kitEEiHql2gDXlTNKGYYbTdqwoFgGnrWB0M/Vbj1RpFsl7M46pL/BAspARbKz0EPa80tPFJQp7Fdt7haJbdmdAq8TLSBEy1HuFn24/Iomg0hCOte54bmz8FCvDCKeTfDfRNMZkhAe0Y6nEgmo/nX09QedW6aMwUrakQTP170aKhdZjEdhJgc1QL3tT8T+vk5iw6qdMxomhkswPhQlHJkLTCFCfKUoMH1uCiWL2V0SGWGFibFALVwIxsZl4ywmskmal7Lll7+6qWKtm6eTgFM6gBB5cQw1uoQ4NIKDgBV7hzXl23p0P53M+uuZkOyewAOfrF77ll10=</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="MaCQ8fRveordbTd1FQLjPspwd2A=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EMGXAxjIB8wHJEfY2c8mSvb1jd088Qn6BrdZ2YuvPsfSfuEmuMIkPBh7vzTAzL0gE18Z1v53C1vbO7l5xv3RweHR8Uj49a+s4VQxbLBax6gZUo+ASW4Ybgd1EIY0CgZ1gcj/3O0+oNI/lo8kS9CM6kjzkjBorNZ8H5YpbdRcgm8TLSQVyNAbln/4wZmmE0jBBte55bmL8KVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWSpphNqfLg6dkSurDEkYK1vSkIX6d2JKI62zKLCdETVjve7Nxf+8XmrCmj/lMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjMvyZDrpAZkVlCmeL2VsLGVFFmbDYrW4JoZjPx1hPYJO2bqudWveZtpV7L0ynCBVzCNXhwB3V4gAa0gAHCC7zCm5M5786H87lsLTj5zDmswPn6BYhHk4g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MaCQ8fRveordbTd1FQLjPspwd2A=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EMGXAxjIB8wHJEfY2c8mSvb1jd088Qn6BrdZ2YuvPsfSfuEmuMIkPBh7vzTAzL0gE18Z1v53C1vbO7l5xv3RweHR8Uj49a+s4VQxbLBax6gZUo+ASW4Ybgd1EIY0CgZ1gcj/3O0+oNI/lo8kS9CM6kjzkjBorNZ8H5YpbdRcgm8TLSQVyNAbln/4wZmmE0jBBte55bmL8KVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWSpphNqfLg6dkSurDEkYK1vSkIX6d2JKI62zKLCdETVjve7Nxf+8XmrCmj/lMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjMvyZDrpAZkVlCmeL2VsLGVFFmbDYrW4JoZjPx1hPYJO2bqudWveZtpV7L0ynCBVzCNXhwB3V4gAa0gAHCC7zCm5M5786H87lsLTj5zDmswPn6BYhHk4g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MaCQ8fRveordbTd1FQLjPspwd2A=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EMGXAxjIB8wHJEfY2c8mSvb1jd088Qn6BrdZ2YuvPsfSfuEmuMIkPBh7vzTAzL0gE18Z1v53C1vbO7l5xv3RweHR8Uj49a+s4VQxbLBax6gZUo+ASW4Ybgd1EIY0CgZ1gcj/3O0+oNI/lo8kS9CM6kjzkjBorNZ8H5YpbdRcgm8TLSQVyNAbln/4wZmmE0jBBte55bmL8KVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWSpphNqfLg6dkSurDEkYK1vSkIX6d2JKI62zKLCdETVjve7Nxf+8XmrCmj/lMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjMvyZDrpAZkVlCmeL2VsLGVFFmbDYrW4JoZjPx1hPYJO2bqudWveZtpV7L0ynCBVzCNXhwB3V4gAa0gAHCC7zCm5M5786H87lsLTj5zDmswPn6BYhHk4g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MaCQ8fRveordbTd1FQLjPspwd2A=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EMGXAxjIB8wHJEfY2c8mSvb1jd088Qn6BrdZ2YuvPsfSfuEmuMIkPBh7vzTAzL0gE18Z1v53C1vbO7l5xv3RweHR8Uj49a+s4VQxbLBax6gZUo+ASW4Ybgd1EIY0CgZ1gcj/3O0+oNI/lo8kS9CM6kjzkjBorNZ8H5YpbdRcgm8TLSQVyNAbln/4wZmmE0jBBte55bmL8KVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWSpphNqfLg6dkSurDEkYK1vSkIX6d2JKI62zKLCdETVjve7Nxf+8XmrCmj/lMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjMvyZDrpAZkVlCmeL2VsLGVFFmbDYrW4JoZjPx1hPYJO2bqudWveZtpV7L0ynCBVzCNXhwB3V4gAa0gAHCC7zCm5M5786H87lsLTj5zDmswPn6BYhHk4g=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="A1aKMCbniOOxfveDde3Q5jmdclY=">AAACGnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm9AiVJAyUwS7LLhxWcFeoC1DJs20oUlmSDLSMszeh/AZ3Oranbh149I3MW1n0Ys/BH6+cw7n5PcjRpV2nB8rt7W9s7uX3y8cHB4dn9inZy0VxhKTJg5ZKDs+UoRRQZqaakY6kSSI+4y0/fHdrN5+IlLRUDzqaUT6HA0FDShG2iDPLvYE8hnykkkaeG55cnUNl0nVEM8uORVnLrhp3MyUQKaGZ//2BiGOOREaM6RU13Ui3U+Q1BQzkhZ6sSIRwmM0JF1jBeJE9ZP5X1J4acgABqE0T2g4p8sTCeJKTblvOjnSI7Vem8H/at1YB7V+QkUUayLwYlEQM6hDOAsGDqgkWLOpMQhLam6FeIQkwtrEt7LF56nJxF1PYNO0qhXXqbgPN6V6LUsnDy5AEZSBC25BHdyDBmgCDJ7BK3gD79aL9WF9Wl+L1pyVzZyDFVnff/AdoKg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A1aKMCbniOOxfveDde3Q5jmdclY=">AAACGnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm9AiVJAyUwS7LLhxWcFeoC1DJs20oUlmSDLSMszeh/AZ3Oranbh149I3MW1n0Ys/BH6+cw7n5PcjRpV2nB8rt7W9s7uX3y8cHB4dn9inZy0VxhKTJg5ZKDs+UoRRQZqaakY6kSSI+4y0/fHdrN5+IlLRUDzqaUT6HA0FDShG2iDPLvYE8hnykkkaeG55cnUNl0nVEM8uORVnLrhp3MyUQKaGZ//2BiGOOREaM6RU13Ui3U+Q1BQzkhZ6sSIRwmM0JF1jBeJE9ZP5X1J4acgABqE0T2g4p8sTCeJKTblvOjnSI7Vem8H/at1YB7V+QkUUayLwYlEQM6hDOAsGDqgkWLOpMQhLam6FeIQkwtrEt7LF56nJxF1PYNO0qhXXqbgPN6V6LUsnDy5AEZSBC25BHdyDBmgCDJ7BK3gD79aL9WF9Wl+L1pyVzZyDFVnff/AdoKg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A1aKMCbniOOxfveDde3Q5jmdclY=">AAACGnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm9AiVJAyUwS7LLhxWcFeoC1DJs20oUlmSDLSMszeh/AZ3Oranbh149I3MW1n0Ys/BH6+cw7n5PcjRpV2nB8rt7W9s7uX3y8cHB4dn9inZy0VxhKTJg5ZKDs+UoRRQZqaakY6kSSI+4y0/fHdrN5+IlLRUDzqaUT6HA0FDShG2iDPLvYE8hnykkkaeG55cnUNl0nVEM8uORVnLrhp3MyUQKaGZ//2BiGOOREaM6RU13Ui3U+Q1BQzkhZ6sSIRwmM0JF1jBeJE9ZP5X1J4acgABqE0T2g4p8sTCeJKTblvOjnSI7Vem8H/at1YB7V+QkUUayLwYlEQM6hDOAsGDqgkWLOpMQhLam6FeIQkwtrEt7LF56nJxF1PYNO0qhXXqbgPN6V6LUsnDy5AEZSBC25BHdyDBmgCDJ7BK3gD79aL9WF9Wl+L1pyVzZyDFVnff/AdoKg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A1aKMCbniOOxfveDde3Q5jmdclY=">AAACGnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm9AiVJAyUwS7LLhxWcFeoC1DJs20oUlmSDLSMszeh/AZ3Oranbh149I3MW1n0Ys/BH6+cw7n5PcjRpV2nB8rt7W9s7uX3y8cHB4dn9inZy0VxhKTJg5ZKDs+UoRRQZqaakY6kSSI+4y0/fHdrN5+IlLRUDzqaUT6HA0FDShG2iDPLvYE8hnykkkaeG55cnUNl0nVEM8uORVnLrhp3MyUQKaGZ//2BiGOOREaM6RU13Ui3U+Q1BQzkhZ6sSIRwmM0JF1jBeJE9ZP5X1J4acgABqE0T2g4p8sTCeJKTblvOjnSI7Vem8H/at1YB7V+QkUUayLwYlEQM6hDOAsGDqgkWLOpMQhLam6FeIQkwtrEt7LF56nJxF1PYNO0qhXXqbgPN6V6LUsnDy5AEZSBC25BHdyDBmgCDJ7BK3gD79aL9WF9Wl+L1pyVzZyDFVnff/AdoKg=</latexit>
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Some intuition

min f1(x) + f2(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="YtkvmdAbqt1v4HQ8uoVVzJjUdX4=">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</latexit>

A pedagogical example: 
Minimization of an additive objective with multi-scale behavior:

Gradient descent is bound to get trapped in local suboptimal minima

xn+1 = xn � ⌘{rxf1(x) +rxf2(x)}
<latexit sha1_base64="f5iiaE0dD33kyJk1Q9EYfven+Ec=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f5iiaE0dD33kyJk1Q9EYfven+Ec=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f5iiaE0dD33kyJk1Q9EYfven+Ec=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f5iiaE0dD33kyJk1Q9EYfven+Ec=">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</latexit>

Hypothesis: Adaptively selecting different learning rates that balance the interplay between the 
different loss terms can lead to improved solutions:

xn+1 = xn � ⌘(n)1 rxf1(x)� ⌘(n)2 rxf2(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="cXQKBQBaKtpd4wGviHwlfTtd6FA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cXQKBQBaKtpd4wGviHwlfTtd6FA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cXQKBQBaKtpd4wGviHwlfTtd6FA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cXQKBQBaKtpd4wGviHwlfTtd6FA=">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</latexit>
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Figure 1: Caption

Figure 2: Caption

MSEf is deeper than the chain rule for computing the gradients of MSEb and thus the gradients of MSEf are easier
to suffer from the gradient vanishing problem. Surprisingly, we got the oppsite result.

First, let’s go back to the simplest case to see what happens during the training. Consider the one dimension Possion’s
equation.
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u = h, x = 0 and x = 1.
(8)

Here we take u(x) = sin(Cx) and then g(x) = �C
2 sin(Cx) = �C
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u(x) Now we use a feed forward neural network

u✓ parametrized by ✓ to approximate the latent solution u(x). Then the corresponding loss function is given by

MSE = MSEb +MSEf
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and proceed by approximating u(x, t) by a deep neural network f✓, which can be learned by minimizing the mean
squared error loss

MSE = MSE0 +MSEb +MSEf , (4)
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i=1 denotes the boundary data and {tif , xi

f}
Nf

i=1 denotes the
collocation points inside the domain. x). Consequently, MSE0 corresponds to the loss on the initial data, MSEb

enforces the periodic boundary conditions, and MSEf penalizes the equation not being satisfied on the collocation
points. The goal is to construct functions represented by a neural network u✓ for which MSE is as close to zero as
possible.

2.2 Gradient pathologies in physics-informed neural networks

Now we consider the Helmholtz equation:

�u+ k
2
u = q(x, y) (x, y) 2 [�1, 1] (5)

where � is the Laplace operator and

q(x, y) =

For k = 10, the analytical solution is

u(x, y) = (x+ y) sin(⇡x) sin(6⇡y) (6)

We extract the boundary function h(x, y) from the exact solution.

The the corresponding mean square loss is

MSE = MSEb +MSEf (7)

Here our goal is to learn the latent solution u(t, x) of the Helmholtz equation (4) by training the network using the
mean squared error loss of (5). And then we choose to represent the latent solution using a 5-layer feed forward neural
network with 100 neurons per layer and a hyperbolic tangent activation function. From the figure, we find that our
PINN model cannot learn the latent solution u(x1, x2) correctly.

To explore the reason why this model collapses, inspired by the paper [understanding the difficulty of learning a feed
forward neural network], we are trying to investigate the gradients of weights during the training. Rather than tracking
the gradients of the mean squared loss function MSE, we track the gradients of MSEb and MSEf with respect to the
weights in each layer respectively. From the figure, we find the gradients of MSEb in each layer is much less than the
gradients of MSEf in each layer.

As we know, for a partial differential equation, if we don’t give any other restriction such as boundary condition or
initial condition, the equation may have infinitely many solutions. So if the gradients of MSEb is very small, then
our PINN model may have some trouble in fitting the boudary conditions. While the gradients of MSEf is large, the
neural network can easily learn any solutions that satisfy the equation. As a result, our PINN model may not learn the
latent solution as we expected.

2.3 Gradient analysis for physics-informed neural networks

Why does this happen? According to the common sense, we need to compute the second derivatives of the neural
network with respect to the data during the training, which means that the chain rule for computing the gradients of
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Figure 1: Caption

Figure 2: Caption

MSEf is deeper than the chain rule for computing the gradients of MSEb and thus the gradients of MSEf are easier
to suffer from the gradient vanishing problem. Surprisingly, we got the oppsite result.

First, let’s go back to the simplest case to see what happens during the training. Consider the one dimension Possion’s
equation.
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u = h, x = 0 and x = 1.
(8)
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and proceed by approximating u(x, t) by a deep neural network f✓, which can be learned by minimizing the mean
squared error loss

MSE = MSE0 +MSEb +MSEf , (4)
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i=1 denotes the
collocation points inside the domain. x). Consequently, MSE0 corresponds to the loss on the initial data, MSEb

enforces the periodic boundary conditions, and MSEf penalizes the equation not being satisfied on the collocation
points. The goal is to construct functions represented by a neural network u✓ for which MSE is as close to zero as
possible.

2.2 Gradient pathologies in physics-informed neural networks

Now we consider the Helmholtz equation:

�u+ k
2
u = q(x, y) (x, y) 2 [�1, 1] (5)

where � is the Laplace operator and

q(x, y) =

For k = 10, the analytical solution is

u(x, y) = (x+ y) sin(⇡x) sin(6⇡y) (6)

We extract the boundary function h(x, y) from the exact solution.

The the corresponding mean square loss is

MSE = MSEb +MSEf (7)

Here our goal is to learn the latent solution u(t, x) of the Helmholtz equation (4) by training the network using the
mean squared error loss of (5). And then we choose to represent the latent solution using a 5-layer feed forward neural
network with 100 neurons per layer and a hyperbolic tangent activation function. From the figure, we find that our
PINN model cannot learn the latent solution u(x1, x2) correctly.

To explore the reason why this model collapses, inspired by the paper [understanding the difficulty of learning a feed
forward neural network], we are trying to investigate the gradients of weights during the training. Rather than tracking
the gradients of the mean squared loss function MSE, we track the gradients of MSEb and MSEf with respect to the
weights in each layer respectively. From the figure, we find the gradients of MSEb in each layer is much less than the
gradients of MSEf in each layer.

As we know, for a partial differential equation, if we don’t give any other restriction such as boundary condition or
initial condition, the equation may have infinitely many solutions. So if the gradients of MSEb is very small, then
our PINN model may have some trouble in fitting the boudary conditions. While the gradients of MSEf is large, the
neural network can easily learn any solutions that satisfy the equation. As a result, our PINN model may not learn the
latent solution as we expected.

2.3 Gradient analysis for physics-informed neural networks

Why does this happen? According to the common sense, we need to compute the second derivatives of the neural
network with respect to the data during the training, which means that the chain rule for computing the gradients of
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Figure 3: 1.565970e-02 3 hidden layers 50 units

Figure 4: 40000 iterations

2.5 Modifying the neural network architecture?

In this section, we provides details for the ADGM network architectures.

Always, how to design the architecture of neural network is the key to its success. People utilize different architecture to
deal with different problems based on some prior knowledge. For instance, convolution neural newtorks are widely used
in images recognition and images classifications. This is because convolution operation achieves translation invariance,
which is the crucial feature in image processing. Besides, recurrent neural networks are essential for modeling sequential
data. That’s due to its ability to memorize more information stored in those sequential data.

Inspired by the Attention mechanism popular recently, we purposed a novelty neural network, which has following
features:

1. introduce pointwise multiplication
2. each layer accepts inputs

and found that such a neural network is specially effective to learn latent solution in our case.

Basically, what we are trying to do is to use two encoders that map the inputs to a high-dimensional space and then use
pointwise muliplication opeation such that

U = �(W 1
~x+ b

1), V = �(W 2
~x+ b

2)

H
(1) = �(W z,1

~x+ b
z,1)

Z
(k) = �(W z,k

H
(k) + b

z,k), k = 1, . . . , L

H
(k+1) = (1� Z

(k))� U + Z
(k) � V, k = 1, . . . , L

f(x; ✓) = WH
(L+1) + b
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Histograms of back-propagated gradients  at each hidden layer∇θℒub
(θ), ∇θℒr(θ)
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Prediction of a fully connected 4-layer deep physics-informed neural network (0.5% relative error)



L(✓) := �1 Lu(✓)| {z }
Data fit

+�2 Lr(✓)| {z }
PDE residual

+�3 Lu0(✓)| {z }
ICs fit

+�4 Lub(✓)| {z }
BCs fit
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…but how to choose the weights/learning rates?



Adaptive moment estimation

Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2015

Algorithm 1: Adam, our proposed algorithm for stochastic optimization. See section 2 for details,
and for a slightly more efficient (but less clear) order of computation. g2t indicates the elementwise
square gt � gt. Good default settings for the tested machine learning problems are ↵ = 0.001,
�1 = 0.9, �2 = 0.999 and ✏ = 10�8. All operations on vectors are element-wise. With �

t
1 and �

t
2

we denote �1 and �2 to the power t.
Require: ↵: Stepsize
Require: �1,�2 2 [0, 1): Exponential decay rates for the moment estimates
Require: f(✓): Stochastic objective function with parameters ✓
Require: ✓0: Initial parameter vector

m0  0 (Initialize 1st moment vector)
v0  0 (Initialize 2nd moment vector)
t 0 (Initialize timestep)
while ✓t not converged do
t t+ 1
gt  r✓ft(✓t�1) (Get gradients w.r.t. stochastic objective at timestep t)
mt  �1 ·mt�1 + (1� �1) · gt (Update biased first moment estimate)
vt  �2 · vt�1 + (1� �2) · g2t (Update biased second raw moment estimate)
bmt  mt/(1� �

t
1) (Compute bias-corrected first moment estimate)

bvt  vt/(1� �
t
2) (Compute bias-corrected second raw moment estimate)

✓t  ✓t�1 � ↵ · bmt/(
p
bvt + ✏) (Update parameters)

end while
return ✓t (Resulting parameters)

In section 2 we describe the algorithm and the properties of its update rule. Section 3 explains
our initialization bias correction technique, and section 4 provides a theoretical analysis of Adam’s
convergence in online convex programming. Empirically, our method consistently outperforms other
methods for a variety of models and datasets, as shown in section 6. Overall, we show that Adam is
a versatile algorithm that scales to large-scale high-dimensional machine learning problems.

2 ALGORITHM

See algorithm 1 for pseudo-code of our proposed algorithm Adam. Let f(✓) be a noisy objec-
tive function: a stochastic scalar function that is differentiable w.r.t. parameters ✓. We are in-
terested in minimizing the expected value of this function, E[f(✓)] w.r.t. its parameters ✓. With
f1(✓), ..., , fT (✓) we denote the realisations of the stochastic function at subsequent timesteps
1, ..., T . The stochasticity might come from the evaluation at random subsamples (minibatches)
of datapoints, or arise from inherent function noise. With gt = r✓ft(✓) we denote the gradient, i.e.
the vector of partial derivatives of ft, w.r.t ✓ evaluated at timestep t.

The algorithm updates exponential moving averages of the gradient (mt) and the squared gradient
(vt) where the hyper-parameters �1,�2 2 [0, 1) control the exponential decay rates of these moving
averages. The moving averages themselves are estimates of the 1st moment (the mean) and the
2nd raw moment (the uncentered variance) of the gradient. However, these moving averages are
initialized as (vectors of) 0’s, leading to moment estimates that are biased towards zero, especially
during the initial timesteps, and especially when the decay rates are small (i.e. the �s are close to 1).
The good news is that this initialization bias can be easily counteracted, resulting in bias-corrected
estimates bmt and bvt. See section 3 for more details.

Note that the efficiency of algorithm 1 can, at the expense of clarity, be improved upon by changing
the order of computation, e.g. by replacing the last three lines in the loop with the following lines:
↵t = ↵ ·

p
1� �t

2/(1� �
t
1) and ✓t  ✓t�1 � ↵t ·mt/(

p
vt + ✏̂).

2.1 ADAM’S UPDATE RULE

An important property of Adam’s update rule is its careful choice of stepsizes. Assuming ✏ = 0, the
effective step taken in parameter space at timestep t is �t = ↵ · bmt/

p
bvt. The effective stepsize has

two upper bounds: |�t|  ↵ · (1 � �1)/
p
1� �2 in the case (1 � �1) >

p
1� �2, and |�t|  ↵

2

…i.e. use the gradient statistics during training to adaptively adjust the learning rate.



A learning rate annealing algorithm for PINNs
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Then plugging all these together gives

|@MSEf

@✓
| 6 k@u✓(x)

@✓
kL1 · (C4 + 2C3 + 2)✏+ 2✏ (15)

From (8) and (13), we can conlude that if the constant C is large, then the norm of gradients of MSEf may be much
greater the gradients of MSEb.

In general, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that

2.4 Modifying the loss function

Present method on adaptively choosing c.

Once we understand that the PINN model suffers from the unbalanced gradients with respect to MSEf and MSEb

and MSE0. A straightforward idea is to multiply some constant C to balance the gradients of those terms. In other
words, we consider minimizing the following mean square error problem

MSE = MSEf + �1 ·MSEb + �2 ·MSE0

However, experiment results show that too large or too small constant may not produce satisfied results, which means we
may need to choose the constant very carefully. Besides, the optimal constant may vary greatly for different problems.
Moreover, the loss function may consist of various parts that serve to provide restrictions on the equation, which means
we may need to give different weights to different parts and this is infeasible.

Therefore, it is impractical to find such constants satisfying our requirement manually.

In this section, we purpose a "adaptive reweights" method, which enables the neural network to find the suitable constant
automatically based the known gradients information during the training.

Suppose that

Algorithm 1: Learning rate annealing for physics-informed neural networks
Consider a physics-informed neural network f✓(x) with parameters ✓. and a loss function

L(✓) = Lr(✓) +
MX

i=1

�iLi(✓),

where Lr(✓) denotes the PDE residual loss, the Li(✓) correspond to data-fit terms (e.g., measurements, initial or
boundary conditions, etc.), and �i = 1, i = 1, . . . ,M .

Use N steps of a gradient descent algorithm to update the parameters ✓ as:
for n = 1, . . . , N do

(a) Compute �̂i by

�̂i =
max✓{r✓Lr(✓n)}

|r✓Li(✓n)|.k
, i = 1, . . . ,M,

where |r✓Li(✓n)|.k denotes the k-th percentile of the set {|r✓Li(✓n)|}.
(b) Update the weights �i using a moving average of the form

�i = (1� ↵)�i + ↵�̂i, i = 1, . . . ,M.

(c) Update the parameters ✓ via gradient descent

✓n+1 = ✓n � ⌘r✓Lr(✓n)� ⌘

MX

i=1

�ir✓Li(✓n)

end
The recommended hyper-parameter values are: ⌘ = 10�3, k = 0.05 and ↵ = 0.9.

Advantage:

1. this adaptive method can be easily generalized to loss function consisting of multiple terms.

6



Systematic comparison

Architecture M1 M2

30 units / 3 hidden layers 2.44E-01 3.98E-02

50 units / 3 hidden layers 1.06E-01 1.58E-02

100 units / 3 hidden layers 9.07E-02 2.39E-03

30 units / 5 hidden layers 2.47E-01 8.91E-03

50 units / 5 hidden layers 1.40E-01 8.08E-03

100 units / 5 hidden layers 1.15E-01 3.25E-03

30 units / 7 hidden layers 3.10E-01 7.86E-03

50 units / 7 hidden layers 1.98E-01 3.66E-03

100 units / 7 hidden layers 8.14E-02 2.57E-03

Relative prediction error (L2 norm) averaged over 10 independent 
trials for the 2D Helmholtz benchmark.

M1: Baseline PINN model (Raissi et. al., 2019)
M2: PINN with the proposed learning rate annealing



Soft physics-informed learning, a recap

L(✓) := 1

Nu

NuX

i=1

[ui � f✓(xi)]
2

| {z }
Data fit

+
1

�
R[f✓(x)]

| {z }
Physics regularization
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An “unconventional” regularizer/prior that requires us to revisit standard deep learning practices: 
• loss functions (e.g., square residual, variational principle, Hamiltonian, etc.?)
• network initialization (e.g., Glorot, adaptive?)
• normalization (e.g., zero-mean/unit-variance, PDE solution bounds?)
• optimization (e.g.,  Adam, adaptive learning rates, proximal algorithms, meta-learning?)
• network architecture (e.g.,  fully connected, residual/recurrent/convolutional layers, attention?)



An improved neural architecture

x U

x

H(1) H(2) . . . H(L)

V

x fθ(x)

U = φ(W 1x⃗+ b1), V = φ(W 2x⃗+ b2)

H(1) = φ(W z,1x⃗+ bz,1)

Z(k) = φ(W z,kH(k) + bz,k), k = 1, . . . , L

H(k+1) = (1− Z(k))⊙ U + Z(k) ⊙ V, k = 1, . . . , L

f(x; θ) = WH(L+1) + b

Key points:
• Account for multiplicative interactions of the inputs, similar to attention mechanisms.
• Residual connections improve resilience against vanishing gradient pathologies.
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Original Adaptive ADGM Adaptive ADGM
30 units / 3 hidden layers 2.44e-01 3.98e-02 5.31e-02 2.56e-03
50 units / 3 hidden layers 1.06e-01 1.58e-02 2.46e-02 1.81e-03
100 units / 3 hidden layers 9.07e-02 2.39e-03 1.17e-02 1.28e-03
30 units / 5 hidden layers 2.47e-01 8.91e-03 4.12e-02 1.96e-03
50 units / 5 hidden layers 1.40e-01 8.08e-03 1.97e-02 1.86e-03
100 units / 5 hidden layers 1.15e-01 3.25e-03 1.08e-02 1.22e-03
30 units / 7 hidden layers 3.10e-01 7.86e-03 3.17e-02 1.98e-03
50 units / 7 hidden layers 1.98e-01 3.66e-03 2.37e-02 1.54e-03
100 units / 7 hidden layers 8.14e-02 2.57e-03 9.36e-03 1.40e-03

where ~x denotes the data points and � denotes element-wise multiplication. The parameters are

✓ = {W 1
, b

1
,W

2
, b

2
, (W z,l

, b
z,l)Ll=1,W, b}

The number of units in each layer is M and � : RM ! RM is a nonlinear activation function.

3 Results

3.1 Example (Helmholtz Equation)

As an example, let’s consider the Helmholtz Equation. This equation is closely related to many problems in natural
and engineer sciences such as wave propagation in acoustic, elastic and electromagnetic media. The two-dimensional
Helmholtz equation has the following form:

�u+ k
2
u = q(x, y) (x, y) 2 [�1, 1] (16)

where � is the Laplace operator and
q(x, y) = 2⇡ cos(⇡y) sin(⇡x) + 2⇡ cos(⇡x) sin(⇡y) + (x+ y)⇡ sin(⇡x) sin(⇡y) + 2⇡2(x+ y) sin(⇡x) sin(⇡y)

For k = 1, the analytical solution is
u(x, y) = (x+ y) sin(⇡x) sin(⇡y) (17)

We extract the boundary function h(x, y) from the exact solution.

To further analyze the performance and generality of our methods, we have performed the following systematic studies
to quantify its predictive accuracy for different methods with respect to different layers and different neural units.

Conclusion:

1. The L2 error of original method even increases when we use deeper neural network with the same number of units,
which contradicts our commonsense that deeper neural network has better ability to fit functions. So this phenomenon
reveals that the ability of neural network to express or generalize is restricted.

2. The L
2 error of original method decreases when we use a wider neural network with the same number of hidden

layers. This is because wider neural networks suffer less from the unbalance gradients issue (Just guess)

3. The L
2 error of adaptive method is obviously lower than the L2 error generated by the original method. It implies

that unbalanced gradients is one of the main problem that prevent the neural network from approximating the solution
effectively. Once this problem is solved, we can expect higher accuracy.

4. The L
2 error of adaptive method decreases when we choose deeper and wider neural network, which means that

adaptive method is effective to help neural network express sufficiently.

5. The L
2 error of ADGM is uniformly better than the original method. This means that the architecture of ADGM is

better than the fully connected neural networks.

3.2 Example (Klein Gordon Equation )

To emphasize the ability of our proposed methods and neural network architecture to deal with different types of
nonlinearity in the governing partial differential equations, let us consider the Klein Gordon Equation along with initial
value conditions:

utt + ↵uxx + �u+ �u
k = f(x, t), (x, t) 2 ⌦⇥ [0, T ]
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Systematic comparison

Architecture M1 M2 M3 M4

30 units / 3 hidden layers 2.44E-01 3.98E-02 5.31E-02 2.56E-03

50 units / 3 hidden layers 1.06E-01 1.58E-02 2.46E-02 1.81E-03

100 units / 3 hidden layers 9.07E-02 2.39E-03 1.17E-02 1.28E-03

30 units / 5 hidden layers 2.47E-01 8.91E-03 4.12E-02 1.96E-03

50 units / 5 hidden layers 1.40E-01 8.08E-03 1.97E-02 1.86E-03

100 units / 5 hidden layers 1.15E-01 3.25E-03 1.08E-02 1.22E-03

30 units / 7 hidden layers 3.10E-01 7.86E-03 3.17E-02 1.98E-03

50 units / 7 hidden layers 1.98E-01 3.66E-03 2.37E-02 1.54E-03

100 units / 7 hidden layers 8.14E-02 2.57E-03 9.36E-03 1.40E-03

Relative prediction error (L2 norm) averaged over 10 independent 
trials for the 2D Helmholtz benchmark.

M1: Baseline PINN model (Raissi et. al., 2019)
M2: PINN with the proposed learning rate annealing
M3: PINN with the proposed neural architecture
M4: PINN with the proposed learning rate annealing and improved neural architecture



Wave equation

Absolute error

t t t

x
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Figure 30: Wave propagation: Top: Imbalanced gradients during model training lead to erroneous predictions for a
dense, 5-layer deep physics-informed neural network (relative prediction error: 76%). Bottom: Accurate predictions
can be obtained with the same network architecture by employing the proposed adaptive re-weighting procedure for
balancing the back-propagated gradients during model training (relative prediction error: 0.6%).

equation subject to initial and boundary conditions as

utt = 4uxx, (t, x) 2 [0, 1]

u(0, x) = h(x),

u(t, 0) = u(t, 1),

(48)

which has an exact solution u(t, x) = sin(⇡x) sin(2⇡t)+2 sin(2⇡x) sin(4⇡t) (used only for validation
purposes). Figure 30 summarizes the results of this experiment, illustrating how the proposed
adaptive re-weighting procedure leads to a two orders of magnitude improvement in the predictive
accuracy of a dense, 5-layer deep physics-informed neural network. Current e↵orts are focused on
applying these techniques to the challenging fluid dynamics problems discussed in section 1.2.

In summary, this work studies physics-informed neural networks as a test-bed for analyzing the
performance of constrained neural networks trained using regularized loss functions in the form of
equation 37. Our specific contributions can be summarized in the following points:

• Our analysis reveals a fundamental mode of failure in physics-informed neural networks related
to an imbalance in the magnitude of the back-propagated gradients during model training.

• We propose a simple solution based on a re-weighting procedure that aims to balance the
interplay between data-fit and regularization.

• We systematically test the proposed ideas and demonstrate consistent improvements in the
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Top: Imbalanced gradients in a dense, 5-layer deep physics-informed neural network lead to large 
prediction errors (76%). 

Bottom: Accurate predictions can be obtained using the proposed learning rate annealing and improved 
neural architecture strategy (relative prediction error: 0.6%). 
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3.2 Example (Klein Gordon Equation )

To emphasize the ability of our proposed methods and neural network architecture to deal with different types of
nonlinearity in the governing partial differential equations, let us consider the Klein Gordon Equation along with initial
value conditions:

utt + ↵uxx + �u+ �u
k = f(x, t), (x, t) 2 ⌦⇥ [0, T ]

with the initial conditions

u(x, 0) = g1(x), x 2 ⌦

ut(x, 0) = g2(x), x 2 ⌦

and Dirichlet boundary condition

u(x, t) = h(x, t), (x, t) 2 @⌦⇥ [0, T ]

where ↵,�, � and k are known constants, k = 2 when we have quadratic nonlinearity and k = 3 when we have cubic
nonlinearity. f, g1, g2 and h are known functions, and the function u is unknown.

The Klein-Gordon equation is frequently used in mathematical models for problems in many fields of science and
engineering, particularly in quantum field theory and relativistic quantum mechanics.

3.3 Example (Lid-Driven Cavity Flow)

The lid-driven cavity is an important benchmark problem within the field of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for
validating computational methods. While the boundary conditions are relatively simple, the flow features created are
quite interesting and complex. Here we consider a 2D lid driven cavity problem, which has the following form:

@tU � 1

Re
+ (U ·�)U +�p = 0 in (0, T )⇥ ⌦ (18)

� · U = 0, in (0, T )⇥ ⌦ (19)
U(t, x, y) = (1, 0) on (0, T )⇥ �1 (20)
U(t, x, y) = (0, 0) on (0, T )⇥ �0 (21)
U(0, x, y) = (0, 0) in ⌦ (22)

where ⌦ = (0, 1)⇥ (0, 1) is a 2D square cavity and T > 0 the simulation time. And U = (u, v) and p are the velocity
and the pressure respectively. �1 is the top boundary and �0 denotes the other three sides.
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Lid-driven cavity flow in 2D
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Reference solution (FVM) PINNs prediction

Relative prediction error (L2 norm) is ~1% for the velocity field and pressure.
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Summary

• Function space constraints in introduce “unconventional” regularizers/priors that requires us 
to revisit standard deep learning practices.

• Constraints alter the loss landscape of neural networks. Different terms in such composite 
loss function may have different nature and magnitudes, leading to imbalanced gradients during 
back-propagation.

• Adaptive annealing of learning rates can balance the interplay between different terms in a 
constrained loss function and lead to improved solutions.

• Novel architectures can also safe-guard against gradient-related pathologies and lead to 
improved solutions.

• Using the proposed workflow we have observed consistent improvements in the predictive 
accuracy of physics-informed neural networks by a factor of 50-100x across a range of 
problems in computational physics. 

• Despite some progress, we are still at the very early stages of understanding the capabilities 
and limitations of such models.
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